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Of the numerous noble gas components present in carbnacems chondrites four are so isotopically 
unusual as to be almost certainly interstellar in origin. Ne-E(H) and S-Xe are thought to be carried m Sic, 
XeHL in diamond (C6) and Ne-E(L) in poorly crystalline graphite (Ca) [cf.ll. Recent results by a number of 
groups [2-5] have demo- the presence of such components in acid-resistant residues from 
unequilibrated ordinmy chondrites. We report here ehe results of stepwise pyrolysis experiments on Inman 
and Tieschia demineralized residues (11,000 times enriched by successive treatment in HF, HC1 H C Q  and 
H2Cr2Q). This work differs from that of S c h e W  et d. 153 in that the HF/HC1 treatment is followed by 
highly oxidizing acids to effectively remove the planemy noble gas carrierer 

The dominant xenon and neon components in these residues are XeHL and NeA2, both of which are 
apparently canied by C6, the dominant phase. In addition, Ne-E(H) and XeS were observed, but no Ne-E(L) 
was detected, even in the residues subject to only the HF/HCl eeatment. There b very little trapjed xenon in 
the conventional sense (solar, p ianeq ,  atmospheric) m the oxidized residues, Xenon in the higher 
temperature fhaions is dominated by Xe-HL, but significant other xenon components are also evident in this 
w r h k  Xe-S in the highest temperature M m s  (reflecting the refractory nature of its Sic carrier) and an 
iodinedaived xenon component in the lower temperame fractions [a. 

Delta values, calculated relative to solar-type xenon and scaled to a second isotope should be 
identical if tk gas is a simple mixture of of Xe-HL and soh. When scaled to 13%e (Fir la) the 1 2 4 ~ e ,  
128~e,  12ke  and 1 3 4 ~ e  in Inman do behave as perfect mixtures, but scatter is introduced at %e, 131xe and 
'32~e; when scaled to 131xe, the converse is true (Fig. Ib). Similar results were obtained for any other 
reasonable gapped cwnpoaent This behavior is indicative of at least two distbm conpmnB, presumably of 
different nucleosynthetic origins, being released as XeHL, and may be similar ts that reported fur Men& 
Xe-HL [I]. Such a clean separation of these pwo components was not obsemed in the Tieschitz red&. 

The carrier of Ne-E(H) is also thought to be Sic [I]. At high temperatures a 22~eentiched component 
was released (Ne-Em) from the Inman residue, but in apparent correlation with spallation-produced 2 1 ~ e  
(Fig. 243). This componi'ent has a 2 1 ~ @ ~ e  ratio of 0.07, much higher than that reported by Tang and Anders 
[I]. Based upon the correlation observed in Murray residues, Tang and An&rs [T have calculated a 40 Ma 
cosmic ray exposure age for the Ne-E(H) carrier of that meteorite. The age we would obtain for the u ~ e  
enriched carried in Inman using the model of Tang and Wrs [I is approximately 1200 Ma, It s M d ,  
however, be pointed out that our Inrnan residue is not pure Sic and C6, but contains other refractory minerals 
such as spinel, zircon and Ti02 The possibility, therefore, exists that such a conelation between Ne-E(H) 
and spaUatim 2 1 ~ e  is fortuitiws, caused by mxtions at high temperatures between the spinel and the SIC, 
which conspires to release spaUati011 neon from the spinel in pportion with NeE(H) from the Sic carrier. If 
one assumes that al l  of the spallogenic 2 1 ~ e  came from the spinel, and that the correlation is strictly 
fartuitous, there is st i l l  too much spallahn neoa (but only by about a fsctor of 2) than could be produced 
during the 20 Ma exposure age of the bulk metemite. This interpfftation receives more support in the case of 
"I"reschitr;, whose correlation between spalhtion-produced 2 1 ~ e  and NeE(H) is even more extreme, suggesting 
a "Ne/22Ne ratio of 0.5 (Fig. 2b). This ratio is too low to be spinel spallation, but far too large, for any 
reasonable exposure the ,  to be due to the Sic carrier of Ne-E(H). However, evidence of unusual irradiation 
conditions does appear in the xenon. 

In the lower tempemure step, sizable and correlated excases of lBXe and '%e are observed. As is 
clear b m  fig. 3, these are the on1 anomalies at these temperatures that cannot be ex lained as mixtures of 1 solar-type Xe and Xc-HL. TIE ' k e  probably results Imm decay of now-extinct '2%e Considering 
absence of spalWon-produced xenon and correlation with iodine-derived 12'xe, the excess laxe is almost 
certainl a product of neuron-irradiation of stable 127~. 'Ihe raeutm fluence required to produce the observed 
12sXd1&e ratio was found by two independent mslhods: In the 6rst. if one assumes an initial 129/1n~ ratio 
of about 1 x 1~ (as found in any other primitive meteorite), a thermal equivalent neutron dose of 3 x 10" 
n/cm2 is required. As we were skeptical about the magnitude of this dose in a naturally irradiated sample, an 
aliquot of the Inman residue was irradiated at the University of Missouri Research Reactor, also with 3 x 10'' 
n/crn2, enhancing the excess laxe from additional (reactor-produced) neutmn capture rea~tions~ ?he results 
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con6nn the large natural neutron fluencc, although it is difficult to imagine the setting under which cosmic ray 
produced neutrons can provide the necessary dose. Using the highest neutron fluxes estimated from lunar 
regolith samples [8] a regolith exposure age of roughly 1500 Ma would be required, and it is also difficult to ' 

imagine a non-regolith setting in which a thermal neutron fluence of this magnitude could have occurred, At 
the present time the interpretation of this apparent a d y  remains a mystay. 

Fig t. (b) Ne thrcc-iso(opc plot: Tiachib 
(lS00-1900 C: dope P 0.494 t 0.011) 
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